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Abstract

This paper explores how space-filling curves such as Hilbert Curves
can be used for live, improvisational making in livecoding perfor-
mances because of the predictable ways in which they fill up space
without crossing over themselves. It explores current research into
2D space filling algorithms known as infills and how these relate to
live, improvisational making. A livecoding system for 3D printers
called LivePrinter is introduced and used to demonstrate different as-
pects of live performance with printers. These examples suggest some
practical methods for working with Hilbert curves in a performance
setting based, along with avenues for further research into livecoding
performances using space-filling curves.

3D Printing as Performance

Livecoding can be a means for directing the physical movements of
machines, such as robots and 3D printers. This change in media from
sound and screen to machine presents some unique challenges. For
3D printing, one of the biggest challenges is how to improvise when
making new forms out of extruded lines of plastic, without acciden-
tally destroying those forms in the process. This means moving the
printing tool head safely and without hitting previously constructed
structures.

3D printing: a type of type of Computer Numerical Controlled
(CNC) (i.e. digital) manufacturing technology called Additive Manu-
facturing (AM). More specifically, it is called Fused Deposition Mod-
eling (FDM) or sometimes Fused Filament Deposition (FFD). FDM
(as we will refer to it):

1. Is extrusion-based: physical objects built up by depositing lay-
ers of molten plastic material

2. Uses a motor to force a thin plastic filament through a hot ex-
truder, melting it in the process (Turner 2014). Molten plastic
sticks and bonds to previous layers, forming a solid
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3. Is simple and safe enough process to be utilised and further
adapted by maker spaces, universities and small businesses
worldwide (Gao et. Al 2015)

4. Utilises a digitally-controlled print head or hot end encapsulat-
ing the extruder, moving in 3D space inside the printer cavity

5. Often requires 4 separate motors: Two motors position the print
head relative to the print bed in x and y directions where x is
side-to-side, y is front to back; one motor moves the print sur-
face or print bed in the z direction, up and down. Another
motor (e) feeds the plastic filament through the print head, also
pulling it back at times to prevent unwanted material leakage
in a process referred to as retraction.

As these motors spin, they vibrate and make sound. People have
used 3D printers to make music, notably the Imperial March from
Star Wars and, less notably, Nickelback (3D Print 2014). A library
for the Python language is even available to convert MIDI note num-
bers to motor frequencies (Westcott, 2015). The sounds of the mo-
tors are relatively quiet but can be captured and then amplified using
contact microphones and audio amplifiers. In a 3D printing livecod-
ing performance, the performer choreographs the movements of the
printer (speed, direction, duration) and the properties of the printer
itself (temperature, fan speed, filament flow rate) by manipulating
and writing code. Both the act of making, with its resulting physical
forms, and the sounds of making are intrinsic to the performance.
This leads to a dual mode of composition when making music for
printers, where one can prioritise the aesthetics of the form by com-
posing movements in millimetres or the aesthetics of the sound by
composing in milliseconds of movement at specific speeds (e.g. musi-
cal notes).

X axis Y axis Z axis
47.069852 47.069852 160.0

Table 1.1: Typical speed scale for axis values for the motors used
in the Ultimaker 2 printers, from Westcott’s MIDI-TO-CNC library
(Westcott 2015). Note that no values were given for the filament
feeding (e-axis) motor.

The 4 digitally-controlled motors: they are the same model of mo-
tor and have identical properties. When the motors spin, they emit
sound that can be mapped to notes in the equal temperament scale
used by MIDI synthesizers using the following ES6-like pseudocode:

// calculate the frequency of the note from

// MIDI note number:

frequency = Math.pow(2.0, (note - 69) / 12.0)

frequency = frequency * 440.0

// convert to motor speed in millimetres

// per second for GCode (see Table 1)

speed = frequency / speed_scale_for_axis; (1)

Knowing the travel speed of each motor that will produces a de-
sired musical note, along with the desired duration of that note, one
can calculate the distance of travel across each axis by using a simple
movement equation:

d = st (2)

where d is the distance in mm to be calculated, s is a scalar repre-
senting the speed of the print head in mm/s in the current direction
of travel, and t is the desired movement time in seconds.

In LivePrinter, this is simplified into two functions, one called
m2s(NOTE) to translate a MIDI note NOTE to motor speed for an
axis, the other called t2d(TIME) to use that speed and a desired du-
ration of movement TIME to calculate distance. The following ES6
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code uses these two functions to move the print head making a pitch
of MIDI note C5 with a duration of 1 second (1000ms):

await lp.m2s (72).t2d (1000).go(); (3)

Normally, the speed at which the printer prints is determined by
the desired quality of the print balanced by the total time of manu-
facture. Slower printing times generally lead to higher quality prints
because the print head can follow a more precise path and the layers
have time to cool properly before the next layer is applied on top (3D
Matter 2015). When making music with printers, the relationship
between form and making time is subverted. Performance time and
musical quality can have as much weight as the quality of the finished
object, whatever that final output might be in such a live setting.
Slower speeds that might produce higher quality prints may be ei-
ther inaudible or in the wrong key or frequency for the piece being
performed.

This leads a maker/performer to reframe manufacturing as a
mainly durational activity. Instead of describing objects in the usual
way using technical drawings or digital models specifying physical
dimensions in millimeters, one can consider objects using their dura-
tional dimensions and specify them in terms of the speed, angle and
duration of movement used to manufacture them.

This tightly integrates the making of the object with the descrip-
tion of the object itself. It stands in opposition to the process plan-
ning approach that separates out a design concept from its fabrication
processes.

Space Filling Curves Using Liveprinter

One solution to the problem of creating continuous, rhythmic move-
ments in live 3D printing is a Hilbert curve:

• Originates with G. Peano (Peano 1890) &amp David Hilbert
(Hilbert 1891; Sagan 1994).

• Curves map a one-dimensional space to a multi-dimensional
space by passing through each point in that space once and
only once.

• Generates tool paths which do not cross back over themselves

• Has a compelling visual aesthetic and mechanically rhythmic
properties, as shown here from our experience performing with
them

• Tool movements following a Hilbert curve that fill up spaces in
predictable ways

Creating the curve

Curves can be represented as Lindenmeyer Systems (L-systems).
There are ways to directly calculate a mapped point in n-dimensional
space given an initial Hilbert index and a desired resolution.

These are less useful for describing tool paths because the infor-
mation about how to move from point to point, i.e. the rotations
and directions of movements encoded into an L-System string, are
lost and must be re-calculated. The fact that an L-System encodes
a literal set of movement instructions for a 3D printer, without need
for matrix multiplications or any other form of interpolation, makes
it attractive as a means for generating forms.

The LivePrinter example (Raskob 2019) uses a starting axiom of
L and replacement rules of:

L: +RF -LFL -FR+ (4)

R: -LF+RFR+FL - (5)

Finally, symbols are iterated in order and mapped to drawing func-
tions written in ECMAScript 6 (ES6):
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Figure 1: Three iterations of the Hilbert curve printed on a 3D printer. On the left is one iteration, on the far right is two iterations and on
the middle right is 3 iterations. The code for generating these can be found in the LivePrinter repository https://github.com/pixelpusher/
liveprinter/blob/master/liveprinter/static/examples/hilbert.js
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’F’: async () => { await lp.m2s(MIDI_NOTE).t2d(

DURATION).go(1, false);

return 1; }

(6)

’+’: async () => { lp.turn (-90); return 0; } (7)

’-’: async () => { lp.turn (90); return 0; } (8)

Note that:

• L and R symbols are ignored

• In (4,5,6), the lp object is an instance of the LivePrinter API
object that converts drawing instructions to GCode

• In (6) m2s(MIDI NOTE) is a function converting a MIDI note
number to a motor speed as described above

• In (6) t2d(DURATION) is a function converting a movement
duration in milliseconds to a movement distance in millime-
ters based on the motor speed as described above go(1, false)
compiles the current drawing instructions to GCode and sends
it to the physical printer, with the argument 1 meaning that
the printer should be extruding during movements and the sec-
ond argument false disabling retraction so the printer will not
pause, retract, and then unretract after each drawing operation.
lp.turn() is a virtual operation that rotates the current drawing
direction by an amount in degrees, clockwise.

These drawing commands are similar to the transactional, embod-
ied model of Logo’s Turtle Graphics (MIT 2015). A drawing cursor
(in this case, a 3D printer head) is directed to move and “draw” us-
ing short, intuitive statements that describe movement and drawing
operations. A full API can be found in the documentation on the
project website1.

With LivePrinter, drawing a triangle with sides of 100mm could
be achieved with the 3 lines of ES6 code:

await lp.turnto (0).dist (100).go(1); (9)

await lp.turn ( -120).dist (100).go(1); (10)

await lp.turn ( -120).dist (100).go(1); (11)

This can be specified more concisely in the LivePrinter minilan-
guage as:

# turnto 0 | dist 100 | go 1 (12)

# turn -120 | dist 100 | go 1 (13)

# turn -120 | dist 100 | go 1 (14)

Of course, this assumes that the printer is prepared to draw with
the print head having been heated up to the melting temperature of
the plastic filament, the printing speed set, and the head positioned
properly.

Filling Up Space With Plastic

Ordinarily the 3D printing process starts with a digital model created
in a Computer Aided Design (CAD) program that defines the geom-
etry of the object that is to be printed. This geometry mostly defines
the outer and inner surfaces of the object, leaving the process of de-
scribing how the internals are to be manufactured to another piece of
software called the “slicer”.

The slicer determines the layer-by-layer construction of the object
based on the properties of the model of printer to be used in that con-
struction process. The process of starting with a model, optimizing
the geometry, and preparing the machine instructions for manufac-
turing is often referred to as “Process Planning” (Thompson 2007;
Livesu et. al. 2017).

1https://github.com/pixelpusher/liveprinter
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Figure 2: Two layers of Hilbert curve techno with random notes printed on a 3D printer. The code for generating these can be found in the
LivePrinter repository https://github.com/pixelpusher/liveprinter/blob/master/testing/hilbert livecoding/hilbert-experiment-
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The problem of how to efficiently generate 2D toolpaths that fill
up 3D space in a structurally sound way whilst minimising time, ma-
terial and movement remains an open area of research (Jin et. al.
2004; Jin et. al. 2017; Ding et. al. 2016). Current software packages
offer a variety of filling patterns, from linear stripes to diamonds to
vector patterns. Recent research has also looked at the properties
of the Hilbert curve for filling spaces both rectangular and irregular
(Ding et. al. 2016; Papacharalampopoulos et. al. 2018).

Motorised Hilbert Curves as Techno Perfromance

For 3D printing and music-making, the durations of movements and
silences are of paramount importance to the musical aesthetics of the
piece. As with any movement that creates music, a performer must
control it precisely. Any gaps in movement or extraneous movements
to position the printing head become part of the performance, for
better or worse. A performer needs predictable tool paths at their
disposal to improvise with, much as a jazz musician riffs on different
musical scales and motifs. Continuous curves such as the Hilbert can
be useful in that respect. As Papacharalampopoulos et. al. 2018
observed, Hilbert curves keep the print head moving throughout their
length and thus minimize or altogether remove any extra waiting be-
tween operations and travel times needed to reposition the head after
movements.

With dense Hilbert curves of higher orders, the number of move-
ments can be quite large which is helpful to a livecoding performer
trying to compose a dense melody live. They are especially useful
when the printer movements are quick, giving them more time to
think as they type new lines of code.

For example, a performer might wish to play a sequence of MIDI
C5 notes (MIDI number 72) every beat, at a tempo of 120 beats-
minute (or 0.5 seconds-per-beat) for a 12-beat segment. That means
each beat the print head would be moving at a speed of 11.1165
millimetres-per-second for a distance of 5.5582 millimetres. A second-
order Hilbert curve could completely contain that movement because

the curve is made of 15 segments packed into a space that is 3 seg-
ments by 3 segments square, or 16.6747mm by 16.6747mm which will
take a total of 6 seconds to play (12 notes at a duration of 0.5s per
note). This whole curve fills up a little over 13% of the total printer
bed space at that level, leaving room for about 8 repetitions of that
motif before starting a new print layer.

Some calculations:

1. Printable area on the print bed is 200mm

2. 200mm/32 segments of 4th order Hilbert = 6.25mm per division

3. Gives us 1024 beats at 0.5 sec/beat –¿ 512 sec –¿ 8.533 minutes
of music using the whole printer bed

Also, when the curve is oriented to the x/y axes of the print bed
the tool head will move at right angles when drawing the curve. This
uses only one motor at a time, playing distinct notes rather than
chords. A performer could take advantage of this fact by alternating
motor speeds with every segment of the curve, thus playing arpeggios.
It is also possible to make more complex chords using rotated Hilbert
curves. Rotating 45 degrees with respect to the x/y axes of the bed
engages two motors simultaneously when moving, playing a two note
chord consisting of the same two notes. A movement at any other
angle produces a more complex tone that in practice can be difficult
to control.

Future Challenges

In practice, it can be hard to manage Hilbert curves because the L-
Systems representation of them grows exponentially with each itera-
tion. This makes storing them as strings a non-trivial task, especially
in a live, real-time performance setting.

Stepping through an entire curve in a performance is a danger-
ous task because it encompasses hundreds or even thousands of steps.
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Some language-specific techniques are needed, such as using ES6 gen-
erators to write iterative Hilbert functions whose execution is not
continuous (Mozilla 2019).

Additionally, more research is needed into the properties of other
space-filling curves that have a number of segments that divide up
evenly into common musical time signatures, like 4 and 8 beat seg-
ments. There are many other types of space filling curves that could
have beneficial musical properties, including diagonal segments that
represent chords.

Conclusions

Space filling curves can be a useful tool for live, improvisational phys-
ical making performances because of the ways in which they can
completely fill up physical space with dense, aesthetically pleasing
forms that do not cross over themselves during performance. Further
study is needed to come up with methods for integrating different fill
patterns over time, across unpredictable and improvised forms that
arise during performance. This potentially has applications outside of
sculptural performance, in the realm of industrial 3D printing, where
2D and 3D space filling patterns and techniques are current areas of
research.
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